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Summary-The theory and design of a Tchebycheff tapered
balun transformer which will function over frequency bandwidths as
great as 100:1 is presented. The balun is an impedance matching
transition from coaxial line to a balanced, two-conductor line. The
transition is accomplished by cutting open the outer wall of the coax
so that a cross-sectional view shows a sector of the outer conductor
removed. As one progresses along the balun from the coaxial end,
the open sector varies from zero to almost 27r, yielding the transition
to a two-conductor line.
The balun impedance is tapered so that the input reflection coefficient follows a Tchebycheff response in the pass band. To synthesize the impedance taper, the impedance of a slotted coaxial line
was obtained by means of a variational solution which yielded upper
and lower bounds to the exact impedance. Slotted line impedance
was determined experimentally by painting the line cross section on
resistance card using silver paint and measuring the dc resistance of
the section.
The measured VSWR of a test balun did not exceed 1.25:1 over
a 50:1 bandwidth. Dissipative loss was less than 0.1 db over most of
the range. Measurements show that the unbalanced current at the
output terminals is negligible.
INTRODUCTION

I N utilizing some of the recently developed broadband antelinas such as the logarithmically periodic
antenna, it is sometimes advantageous to excite
the antenna from balanced, two-conductor termi-nals.'
In order to match the balanced antenna impedanlce to
the unbalanced impedance of a coaxial line, a balun
transformer is required. Moreover, the balun- transformier mIust be capable of operating over a very large
frequeincy range if it is to be conmpatible w\ ith the antennia performance. This paper presenits the theory aLnd
design of a Tchebycheff tapered balunl transformer
which will functioni over bandwidths as great as 100:1.
The balun transformer is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
balun is ain impedance matching tranisition from coaxial
line to a balanced two-conductor open- line. The transition is accomplished by cutting openi the outer wall of
the coax so that a cross-section view shows a sector of
the outer conductor removed. The anigle subten-,ded by
the openi sector is denoted by 2a. As one progresses
along the balun- from the coaxial end, the angle 2a
varies from zero to almost 27r, yielding the transition
fromii coax to ani open twxo-coniductor lic.eIThe cross
section of the conductors is then varied as required. Onie
is not limited to conductors having a circular cross sec
tion; a transition from coaxial cable to a balanced strip
line is one of the possible configurations.
The broad-band impedance matching properties of
*
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the balun- are obtainied by utilizinig a conitin:uous trallsmission lin-ie taper described by Klopfen-stein.2 The chaacteristic imupedance of the balun tranisformiier is tapeied
along its length so that the in-iput reflectioni coefficieit
follows a Tchebycheff responise in the pass banicd TIhe
len-gth of the baluni is determinied by the lowest operating frequency anid the miiaximium reflection coefficienit
which is to occur in. the pass band. The balun has iio
upper frequency limit other thani, the fi-equenicy where
higher order coaxial im-iodes are supported or where radiationi from the open wire linle beconmes appreciablec
Before discussing the "balun-" propeirty of tFhe de
vice, a brief ieview of balanice coniditions on-i ana open
tranismission line is in order A balanced two-conductor
transmissionlIinie has equal curren-its of opposite p hase
in the lime con-ductors at any cross section. Systen unII
balance is evidenced by the addition of codirectionial
curren-ts of arbitrary phase to the balanced transmissioni line currenits. The order of unibalauice is m-ieasured
by the ratio of the codirectional current to the balaniced
current. Now in a coaxial liue, the total cturrent on the
inside surface of the outer conductor is equal and opposite to the total curreint on the center coniduetor. The
ideal balun functions by isolating the outside suriace
of the coax from the tramnsmiissioni linie juuectioli so that
all of the curreiit otn the inside surface of the coax outer
conductor is delivered in the proper phase to onie of the
two balanced conductors. Unabalance of the transnission-i line currenits results if current retu-rns to the genX
erator on1 the outside surlface of the coaxial line.
Consider the 1 chebycheff tapered baluni trainsformer
wlhich is formiied by in-creasing the slot apertuie in the
outer T}all of the coax unitil ani open- two-conductor Fiice
is obtained. Over the lenLgth of the trans1ition the electromagn-etic field chani-ges from:ii a totally conifined. field
in the coax to the "open" field of a two-wire transmission line. It is evideint that the total current on- the out2 R. W. Klopfensteiii "A tralnsi-iissioni line taper of iii-iproved
design ," PROC. IRE, volI 445 pp. 3135 ja1uary, 1956
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side surface of the coax at the balun input must result
from the summation of wave reflections which originate
over the entire length of the open transition. But the
slot transition is purposely tapered so that the net reflection at the balun input is arbitrarily small. Consequently, negligible current appears on the outside of the
coaxial line at the balun input and electrical balance at
the output terminals is very good. In other words, the
physical geometry of the transition which produces
negligible wave reflections and leads to a broad-band
impedance transformer also results in the operation of
the device as a balun.
Assuming that the characteristic impedance of the
balun at any cross section is equal to the characteristic
impedance of a uniform, slotted coaxial line of that
particular cross section, it is possible to synthesize the
required impedance taper by providing the appropriate
cross section at each position along the balun transformer. In order to carry out this procedure, one must
know the characteristic impedance of a uniform, slotted
coaxial line as the angle 2a varies from zero to 27r. This
information was obtained by theoretical analysis and
verified experimentally. The characteristic impedance
of the slotted line was determined from a variational
solution of the two-dimensional boundary value problem. The variational expressions yield upper and lower
bounds to the exact characteristic impedance. The
upper bound is obtained from a variational expression
involving the charge distribution on the outer conductor of the slotted coaxial line, while the lower bound
is obtained from a variational expression involving the
potential distribution in the slot aperture. Characteristic impedance was determined experimentally by
painting the slotted line cross section on resistance card,
using silver paint and measuring the dc resistance of the
cross section. These data are presented as curves which
show characteristic impedance of the slotted coaxial
line as a function of the angular opening. The curves allow one to design a balun for matching a large range of
impedances with an arbitrarily small standing wave
ratio. We proceed to derive variational expression-s for
the characteristic impedance of the slotted line. The
method of analysis is similar to that used by Collin to
solve the problem of a symmetrically slotted coaxial
line.3
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Fig. 2-Cross section of uniform slotted coaxial line.

2a. We assume that there is a homogeneous, isotropic
medium about the conductors with permeability tu an-d
permittivity E.
It may be verified that the solution of Maxwell's
equations for the TEM mode of propagation on the linle
reduces to solving Laplace's equation for the static potential distribution q$(r, 0) in the transverse plane. The
electric field E(r, 0) is defined by the relation
E(r, 6) = - grad O(r, 0).
(1)
It follows from Maxwell's equations that the transverse
field components are given by
Er= ----Ho
Ev

Or

and

Eo

=

I
1 04
---(r=
-0 Ir
r (90
EV

(2)

where v l-I/p.tE is the velocity of light in the surrounding medium. Thus, all field components may be
derived from the scalar potential function O(r, 0) which
is the solution of Laplace's equation
r+-O==
/\(\or
I
r-1r Ordr-~
r22 0602
1r

(3)

subject to the boundary conditions of the problem.
We define the potential on the inner conductor r =a
as 4==O, while the outer conductor r=b, a<06<27r-a
is maintained at the constant potential Oo. The potenUPPER BOUND TO THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
tial 4s(r, 0) at any point in the plane may be expressed
Consider the cross-sectional view of the uniform, in terms of the Green's function G(r, 06 r', 6') for the
slotted coaxial line shown in Fig. 2. We choose the problem. The Green's function is the solution of the
cylindrical coordinate system r, 0, z, where r, 0 are in the inhomogeneous equation
transverse plane and z is the direction of wave propagaI
tion along the line. The radius of the inner conductor is
(r - r'(6 - 6')
V2G(r, 0 | r',6 ') =
(4)
r = a, while the outer conductor occurs at r b. The slot
E
r
opening in the outer conductor is defined by the angle
where the polar coordinate form of the delta function
I R. E. Collin, "The characteristic impedance of a slotted coaxial
(r -r')(0 - 0')

line," IRE TRANS. ON MICROWAVE THEORY
MTT-4, pp. 4-8; January, 1956.
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represents a unit line source at r r'I 0 '. The Green's
funiction satisfies Laplace's equation throughout the r, 0
planie except at the source point r', 6' where G(r, 0 r' 6')
and all its derivatives are singulai Den-ioting R as the
scalar separation betweein observation point r, 0 an-d
source point r', 6', the singularity of G is such that
I

G(r, 0 r', O') --->

ln R asR -sO,0

rFlie Greeni's function is subject to the boundary condc
tioin G-O on the inner cylinider r =a. G(r, r', 6') miiay
be viewed as the potential at the point r, 6 because of
a unit line charge located at r', 6'.
Because of the symmetry of the problem, it is conveniien-t to write the Green's function iin the form which de
rives fromli unit line sources located as shown in Fig. 3.
The positive unit charges are located at r-b, 0 +6'
The images of these line charges in the grounded cylinider r-a occur at r-a2/b, 6 +0±' The harnonic expansioin of the potential caused by this system of sources
with the condition that GCO at r a, yields the appropriate Green's functior which is

6I

00

a

G(r, 0 b; O')

I--

Fig. 3-Unit linle charges and inmages

(7) by a 61) aid. iitegrate with respect to 0 over a <6 < 7r;

thus

(0)do
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+
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n

It now follows that the potential 4(r, 6) caused by an
arbitrary (but necessarily symmetrical) charge distribution o (6') at r = b is given by

G(r, 06 b, 6')o(O')bd6'.

(6)

The charge distribution o(O') is still unrknown, however,
imposing the boundary condition that O(r, 0) =Oo when-i
r=b, a<0<w leads to the following integral equation
for a (O')
b

(8)

a

+

1

In

k(r, 6) -

G(b60 b, 0') a (0) (6)dOdO'

b

G(b, 6 6, 0')of(')d6'

(7)

In1 -- + coslil

n

In -2

The total charge Q on the outer conductor resulting
from-- the charge distributioi-i a-(') is given by

Q

a (6')bd6 =2b

a

(6)d6'.

(9)

The characteristic impedance of a uni formi lossless
transmission line is giveni by I 1vC, wrhere C is the
capacitanice of the linie per unit length and v is the wave
velocity. It is sufficient, therefore, to deteriiine C in
order to evaluate ZO Since C is equal to the ratio of
charge on the outer conductor to the potenital differei ce
lko betweenl the conductors, we obtaini

To obtain a variational expression for ZO, we multiply
4 P. M. Morse and H. Feshbach, "Methods of Theoretical Physics, " McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., pt. 1, pp. 808810; 1953.
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Substituting (8) and (9) into (10) yields the variational
form

sin2 (h1oe)

00

n(n2 k2)

+f

G(b, 0

zo -

b,

') f(0) f(0')dOdO'

cl_

.

d-]

[
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(11)

+ coth (nn

Xin sin2 (na)
k2)2 [1 + coth (nIn

)--

-

i(2

v(0) dO

[1

-)]

Selecting 4/,e, (b/a), and one may compute cl ancd
It may be shown that Zo as given by (11) is stationary evaluate (13) which is an upper bound to the exact charwith respect to arbitrary first order variations in the acteristic impedance. Before presenting the numerical
form of o-(0) about the correct distribution. (See the Ap- results obtained with (13) we shall derive a lower bound
pendix.) The stationary value is an absolute minimum to Zo.
for the "best" approximation to the actual distribution
so that (11) yields an upper bound to Zo. We approxiLOWER BOUND TO THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
mate the true charge distribution by an N term funcThe fundamental principle that a system in
tion containing N arbitrary parameters cl, c2,
, CI. rium is characterized by a minimum of potentialequilibenergy
This function is substituted into (11) for o(0) and the
consistent
the
with
constraints
imposed
on the systeml
expression for Zo is minimized with respect to the applies to an electrostatic field.5 A lower bound to
the
parameter constants c,. To do this, Zo is differentiated
characteristic
impedance
may be derived from the initewith respect to the N parameters and the results equated gral which yields
the total potential energy W of the
to zero which leads to N homogeneous linear equations
electrostatic
field.
For the two dimensional problem
in the N unknowns c.. Solving for the c, and substitutunder
consideration,
the total field energy per unit
inig back into (11) yields the stationary value of Zo.
length
is
given
by
A suitable expansion for o(0) is the cosine series
a,

I

N

r_(0)

Cv os

E
=a

--

7r- a

v=O

(O

-

a).

As one uses a larger number of terms to represent o(0),
the variational solution converges to the exact value of
Zo; however, the labor of computations increases enormously with N. It will be seen that sufficiently accurate
results are obtained by using the simple two term series
'(0) -Gco + Cl

cos

k(0 -a),

(12)

where
7r

.

7r- a

Without loss of generality we may define co= 1. Proceeding as outlined above, one obtains

-7

1

4/--

where

o
.

\
_,aOa+\2
r

I1

-_
r2 ao

\2-

rdrdO

(14)

which may be recognized as the Dirichlet integral in
polar coordinates.
By definition, W= (1/2) Cq02, where C is the capacitance per unit length. Recalling the relation between
characteristic impedance and C, we may express 1/Zo
in terms of the integral for the total field energy.

1
-

zo

=

vC

2v
ffio2

-

W.

(15)

It follows from (15) that if W is minimized with respect

k

+

r21r r

W-2 J
=

v

(7r

-

/b\

sin2 (na) [1 +

a)2 =n3[[l

+ coth

-]

(nln-I)]

ohms, (13)

to the constants of a parameter-laden function, we obtain a lower bound to ZO. The function used to minimize
W is an N term approximation to the potential distribution 4(b, 0) in the slot aperture.
We pause to discuss briefly the variational expression

1/Zo. A necessary condition for the integral (14) to be
stationary is that its first variation vanish. This condition implies that O(r, 0) must satisfy Laplace's equation.6
In other words, if a function k(r, 0) exists which minimizes (14), it must necessarily satisfy Vq0=0 and the
boundary conditions of the problem. The reader is referred to Kellogg7 for proofs that unique solutions of
'J. A. Stratton, "Electromagnetic Theory," McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., pp. 114-116; 1941.
6 F. B. Hildebrand, "Methods of Applied Mathematics," PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,--pp. 138-139; 1952.
7 0. D. Kellogg, "Foundations of Potential Theory," Dover Publications, Inc., New York, N. Y., pp. 311-315; 1953.
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the Dirichiet problenm exist un-ider proper conditions otn
the region, boundary values, anid the funictions eligible for the nmiiiinimization of the integral.
Based onL the Greeni's funlction analysis we write teie
following expansioni for the potential functioni 4(r, 0)
which satisfies the boundary conditions 400 at r a
and f continuous at r -b
ao In ()

E asinh QIn

+

8a

n1

a

~ao
-=

n
In

b'
+ Z an sinh n ln
a/
'n (-.e-nlnl(r/b) cos (no).

a

(16)

It follows that the potential at r b is given by

aosInib
+

a,, sinbh

X-1

In(
la

cos

(nO) (17)

Multiplying (17) by cos (mO)d6 anid integrating with
respect to 0 over -w- <6wr yields

(b, o)da,

ao 7r
a, =

In (
2

-

7r silnh

n

q$(b, 0) cos (n0)dO,
In -r

(18)

a

since 0(b, 0) is an even funiction of 0. If the true potenitial
distribution over the slot aperture were known, the constants aO, a, would be determined uniquely by (18), and
(16) would yield the exact solution 0(r, 0). Instead, we
approximate q(b, 0) over the slot by using an appropriate function and then minimize the integral for W with
respect to the arbitrary constants.
Substituting the series (16) inlto (14) and then per
forming the integration- leads to
I
=

Li

27rEv

+

a)o 2

rEV

002

In

/

E na,,

S

b

,~

0t

n

( l)

In

+ sinh
we

n

II

coth

-

2

In
2

20)

(OX)dO

which is stationary with respect to arbitrary first-order
variations in the form of q5(b, 0) over the slot aperture.
A suitable representation for the potenrtial 0(b, 0) is
where a < 0 < 27r a

q(b,0)

=o

I

+
-1,3,6, -.

Cw 2a7os

where

< a0 <

a

Proceeding as outlined for the upper bound, onie nay
substitute this series into (20) and linimize the expression with respect to the c,. However, a prohibitive
number of terms is needed to describe properly 0(b, 0)
over the slot for a approaching zx We know that fo largc
ae the potential over the slot remain-is veiry sm-iall until oiie
approaches the outer conrductor at 0 4 a, conisequently
one would expect an even-powered polynot mial in (0/a)
to provide a good approximation to the true distribu
tion. Excellent results were obtaired by uLsing the fol
lowing simple function containing the single arbi-trary
constant c.
where a < <0 2r a
IL
C(b,6)

zC1 + cl

02 4
.-

w
where

-a

< 0 < a.

(21)

Note that when 6 =0, 0(b, 0) =-o(1 -l). Substituting
(21) into (20) and minimizing (20) with respect to ci,
yields
In
4 /a\
I 11(4-C
S Vt

Ohms

(22)

where
4 /oX

1

i[toth

b

/

sinh

r

7F

40

7rCl

Substituting (18) into (19),
expression

Z(

+

b

n1 \

'[cosh

2Ev

LJ q (b, 0) cos

where r > b

*O(b,0)

, t x J +t n~4)(b 0)dB

z)

cos (no)

where a <K r <K b

-(r, 0)

I

F5ebruary

7r

b^
-a~~~~

n=

nln } ~~
j(na)2
-B,, sin X)1
) A, Cos (na)
(na)4
(na)
A, (na) 6(na),
(~

=

(n ln)

(19)

obtain the variational

B.

3(na)2

6.

Eq. (22) provides a lower bound to the exact character
istic impedance of the slotted line The lumerator of
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(22) may be recognized as the characteristic impedance
of a closed coaxial cable with conductor radii b and a.
170
The denominator of (22) is always less than unity for
imexact
the
to
bound
lower
a
is
(22)
nion-zero a. Since
ll,,05
-_
Xt
8
(
(
_
150 pedance, we see that the slotted coax impedance is alI_
line.
coaxial
closed
of
ways greater than the impedance
130__ '___ __
Selecting free space values for y and e so that
VgAo/Eo-120r, (13) and (22) were evaluated for
loge (b/a) = 0.833, 1.00, and 1.25 which corresponds to
closed coaxial lines of 50-, 60-, and 75-ohm impedance,
tjj_ _
_
90
respectively. Numerical computations were carried out
on an IBM 650 computer. These data are presented in
_
_
_ _
_
__
e_i
70 ____the dashed curves of Figs. 4-6 which show the upper
and lower bound to Zo as a function of the angle 2a
50
--120 160 200 240 .280 320 360
80
40
for a particular loge (b/a). It is evident that the functional approximations to o(O) and 0(b, 0) were sufficiently accurate since the difference between the bounds Fig. 4-Characteristic impedaiice of unifornm, slotted coaxial line.
is very small over most of the range 2a. The greatest
difference occurs as a approaches wr. Since the exact
characteristic impedance of the slotted line must lie
200
between the upper and lower bounds, the curves allow
1- 1_1--1 ---- J -1--_
_
l-}
l-l
-200 _
one to determine quite accurately the angle 2a required
~
~
~
~
~
~~~~~~~~I
to give a certain impedance Z0.
ISO
The impedance of the slotted line was also determined
160
1og (1) 'I00
2
by using the well-known method where the line cross
Cl)/
section is painted on a two dimensional resistive surface : 140
->1
X
and the dc resistance of the cross section is measured.8 0/
Measurements were performed for loge (b/a) ---0.833,
1.00, and 1.25. These experimental data appear as the
plotted points in Figs. 4-6. The solid curve is the arith20
2so
metic mean of the upper and lower bound to Zo for each
~
60 ~ ~
~
~
~
~
~~
1
loge (b/a). The experimental data agree quite closely
with theory except for the loge (b/a) =1 data which
diverge slightly for large a. Apparently the cross sec360
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0
tion was not drawn with sufficient accuracy in this
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Fig. 5-Characteristic impedance of uniform, slotted coaxial

linle.

BALUN DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

Having established the characteristic impedance of
the uniform, slotted coaxial line, a specific balun design
was undertaken. A transition from 50-ohm coaxial line
to 150-ohm two-conductor line was selected for the
balun. As mentioned previously, the characteristic impedance of the balun transformer is tapered along its
length so that the input reflection coefficient follows a
Tchebycheff response in the pass band. The maximum
allowable reflection coefficient in the pass band was
chosen as 0.055. This corresponds to a maximum standing wave ratio of 1.11 to 1. It follows that the length of
the balun is I = 0.478 X, where X is the largest operating
wavelength.9 The lowest frequency was selected as 50
mc which fixed the length I as approximately 2.86
meters.
J. D. Kraus, "Electromagnetics," McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
New York, N. Y., pp. 426-427; 1953.
9 Klopfenstein, op. cit., p. 32.
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Let the total length I of the balun be defined f rom
-1/2 to z=1/2. Fig. 7 shows the impedance contour
required for Tchebycheff response under the prescriibed
design criteria. The angle 2a which yields the proper
impedance at each position along the balun rmay be extracted from Fig. 4 The outer conductor of the coaxial
hiiie had an inside diameter of 1.527 inches. The balun
was fabricated by milling through the coax outer con
ductor to the depth which yielded the angle 2ai. The
milling cut was performed in discrete 6-inch increments
along the balun until the outer conductor was ieduced to
a thin concave strip having a width equal to the cen-ter
conductor diameter. This occurred at the positioni
z/1 0.373 where 2a-3120 and Zo=131 ohms. The
strip outer conductor was transformned to a circular
cylinder identical to the center conductor over a 6-in-ich
length from z/ 0.373 to z/1=0.426. The spacin-ig between cylindrical conductors at z/1-0.426 was such
that the impedance was the required 136 ohms as showni
in Fig. 7. From z/1 0.426 to z/1 0.5 the spacing of the
cylindrical conductors was gradually increased so that
the impedance followed the contour of Fig. 7
Since the balun may be viewed as a two-port waveguide junction, it was conveniient to measure its performanice by means of Deschamps' method."i The twoconductor output of the balun was termin-ated in a
large, reflecting metal sheet mounted perpendicular to
the line. The dissipative loss and scattering matrix coefficients of the balun are readily obtained by locating
the reflecting sheet at four equally spaced positions and
measuring the corresponding reflection coefficient at
the coaxial input.i" Since the scattering coefficient Si
corresponds to the input reflection coefficient for a re
flectionless termination of the output line, one thereby
obtains the input VSWR for a matched terminiiation of
the two-conductor line. This procedure also avoids the
considerable difficulties encountered in providing a
matched terminatioii for an open wire line. Over the
40- to 500-mc frequency range, measurements were per
formed by using a Genieral Radio admittance bridge.
The voltage standing wave ratio as a function of frequency is presented in Fig. 8. It may be seen that the
VSWR never exceeded 1025:1 over the 43- to 2200-mc
spectrum which represents a 50: 1 bandwidth, The rapid
increase in VSWR below the 50-mc cutoff frequency is
quite apparent. The balun dissipative loss was not
measurable below 500 mc At 1000 mc, the loss was ap
proximately 0.1 db and increased to 0.3 db at 2000 ic.
The spacing between cylindrical conductors at 2000 mc
was 0.21 X It is evident that the tapered balun can be de
signed to operate over frequency bandwidths as large

T'ebruiary

z

as 100:1.
It should be noted that the characteristic impedance

10 G. A. Deschamps, "Determination of reflection coefficienits and
insertion loss of a waveguide junction," J. Appi. Phys., vol. 24, pp.
1046-1050; August, 1953.
"1 F. L. Wentworth and D. R. Barthel, "A simplified calibration
of two-port transmission line devices," IRE TRANS. ON MICROWAVE
THEORY AND TECHNIQUES, VOI. MTT-4, pp. 1.73 175; July, 1956.
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Fig. 8-Experimental perfor mance of tapered balun transformer.

at any cross section of the balun is slightly different
than the Z0 assumed from theory since the slotted line
analysis applied to a coax with infinitely thin outer con
ductor. The effect of finite wall thickniess on itmpedance
is greatest for large apertures 2ai. Consequenitly, the
synthesis of the iequired Tchebycheff impedance contour was not accomplished precisely. It appears that the
measured VSWR exceeded the design. miaximriumr of 1 11
because of reflections from teflon spacers which were
used for mechanical support of the line and because the
synthesis of the impedanice coritour was not exact
Concerning the electrical balance of the bal Un. it
would be fine to prescribe the exact comnplex ratio of
unbalanced to balanced current-, which results at the
two-conductor output of the baluni but, ui-fortunately
serious questions arise as to the validity or rneaning of
such a ineasuremeiit oni the open, two-conductor system.
We know that the TEM field of the coaxial line is
gradually transformed to the TEM field of an open, twowire transmission line as one traverses the length of the
tapered balun transformer. Obviously, not all of the incident power is converted to the transmission Iihue mode.
A fraction of the incident power is lost as stray radiation
from the slot aperture which forms the tapered tranisition. That is, the efficiericy of excitationo of the transmission line mode is necessarily less than 100 per cent.
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In addition to the usual TEM transmission line mode,
the so-called parallel wave or mode will also be excited.12 The parallel wave is a transverse magnetic surface wave akin to Sommerfeld's single-wire wave. The
parallel wave is evidenced by the superposition of an
unbalanced current component (parallel excitation or
codirectional currents) with the push-pull currents of
the TEM mode. In fact, the common engineering description of this wave phenomenion is to note that the
transmission line currents are not balanced, which implies the existence of the parallel wave component of
current. The amplitude of the parallel wave field decreases much more slowly with radial distance than does
the TEM mode. Because of this fact, the surface wave
is quite sensitive to its surroundings and we say that
the wave is very loosely bound to the transmission line.
At any bends, changes in line cross section, or discontinuities such as line spacers, a significant portion of the
mode power will be converted to a radiation field. This
is a well-known property of surface wave fields; in fact,
some types of surface wave antennas specifically depend
upon radiation from obstacles as the mechanismi for
operation. Wherever radiation occurs, the magnitude of
the parallel wave (unbalanced) current will be attenuated. Obviously, then, the measured unbalance on the
open two-conductor line will depend upon the line position where the measurement is performed. One questions, therefore, the utility or meaning of an "exact"
balance measurement on such an open system.
In order to excite any surface wave mode efficiently,
the launching source must produce a field which is quite
similar to the mode distribution. If the physical parameters of the problem are such that the surface wave field
is of large transversal extent, then the launching source
must necessarily have a large physical aperture. It so
happens that the parallel wave does have a very large
transverse distribution so that the tapered balun transformer, which accomplishes a very gradual transition
between two TEM field distributions, is- a very poor
source of the parallel wave mode. Thus, the initial magnitude of the unbalanced current is quite small compared to the balanced current. Furthermore, it is
possible to attenuate the unbalanced current in a short
distance from the balun- terminals by placing several
radiating discontinuities such as spacers on the line.
Since only the TEM mode exists at a sufficient distance
from the balun output, a reflecting plate may be placed
there and a network measurement of dissipative attenuation (Deschamps' method) is valid. In view of the
foregoing circumstances it would seem more realistic to
evaluate electrical balance by the measurement of balun
radiation loss since the "net" result of the unbalanced
current is, precisely, radiation which may be included
in the total dissipative attenuation of the balun. If the
total balun attenuation is small, we can be sure that the
12 A. Sommerfeld, "Electrodynamics," Academic Press, Inc., New
York, N. Y., pp. 198-211; 1952.
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unbalanced current is insignificant compared to the
balanced current. As a result of the extremely low dissipative attenuation which was measured with the test
balun, we conclude that the magnitude of the unbal-

aniced current is negligible and that the tapered balun
transformer is inherently a balanced device.

As a final demonstration of the electrical balance resulting from the tapered balun, a scaled model of the
previous design was constructed for operation in the
kilomegacycle frequency region. The balun was fabricated from 4-inch-diameter brass tubing and the total
length was approximately 12 inches to permit operation
down to 500 m-:c. The impedance taper of the mnicrowave
model was identical to the taper of the low-frequency
balun. The balun was used to excite dipole radiators at
various frequencies from 500 to 5000 mc. No asymmetry
caused by unbalanced excitation currents was evident in
the dipole radiation patterns.

CONCLUSION
The performance of the Tchebycheff tapered balun
transformer is unique; it provides near perfect impedance matching over frequency bandwidths as great as
100:1. The balun- geometry is not limited to a transition
from coax to two-wire transmission line; other output
configurations such as a balanced strip line are possible.
The basic design allows one to match a large range of
impedances with an arbitrarily smatl standing wave
ratio. The balun length is determined by the lowest frequency of operation and the maximum reflection coefficient which is to occur in the pass band. It is evident
from the very small dissipative attenuation that negligible radiation results from the balun and that the balun
is inherently balanced. From the satisfactory performance of the test model baluns, we know that, by simple
scaling according to wavelength and with careful regard
to construction, tapered baluns may be operated in the
kilomegacycle frequency region. It should also be noted
that the balun is well suited to high power applicationis.
APPENDIX

The formation of a variational principle for the eigenvalue equation
(23)
2(41) MOP
is discussed by Feshbach and Morse.13 Here O anid JIZ
are differential or integral operators, t/ is the function
upon which £ and Y operate, and X is the quantity
(eigenvalue) whose value is desired. Morse and Feslbach show that if £ and M are self-adjoint operators,
a variational principle for X is the form
=

0,
13 Morse and Feshbach, op. cit.,

pt. 2, pp. 1108-1109.

(24)
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which mi-eans that the eigenivalue X is station-iary with
respect to arbitrary first order variations in the func
tional form of 4.
Let the integral operators £ and R, and the functioii
4l be definied as follows:
b 7r,
£ - ,fG(bI
0 | b, 0')dO',

_ 26/a
ip

=

M (V/)

-

o-(O')

b tr
Vi a

b, 0')(0')dO' -=

G(b, 0

r

2/b oa(0')dO'

Q,

aiid (23) takes the formn
I
ZV

oi

i.e. the eigenvalue X is the characteristic iniped aice Z(.
Substituting (25) and 4 ntto (24), we obtain the varia
tional principle
-
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(27)

which shows that Zo as givenl by (11) is stationary with:
respect to arbitrary first order variationis ini the ftunc
tional form of o(O)

,

(25)

(26)
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CORRECTIONS

W. K. Weihe, author of "Classificationi and Analysis
of Image-Forming Systems," which appeared oii pages
1593 1604 of the September, 1959, issue of PROC EEDINGS
has requested that the following correctionis be made to
his paper.
In the second paragraph of Sectionl 1, on page 1593,
the description following the colon on the third line is
incomplete. It should read: " . . . the radiation which is
bein-g eniitted by each individual eleniient and the radiation which is being reflected by the same element and
which has its origin inside or outside the scene."
On page 1599, second column, the dimnensions in. the
fourth line after (7) should read cm-- deg-.
Oni page 1602, 41o in (23) should be replaced by

F/4Lo.

In the equation in the middle of the first columI-n11 oi
page 1603, r' should be replaced bv P'

R. Parthasarathy, R. P. Basler, and(I R. N\ DeWitt,
authors of the corresponidence en-titled "A New M\ethocd
for Studying the Auroral loiiospheieI Usinig ELa th
Satellites," which appeared on page 1660 of the Septen-im
ber, 1959, issue of PROCEvEDINGS, have requested that the
following corrections be made to their letteri
Ini the first paragraph of the second columnit, the tiiime
differenice mentioned oni the tenith line shoul(d be 33 +- 1
secon ds arnd the corresponciii'g height giveii in the mextl
sentence should be 104 kn-i + 3 km

